
ORACLE HYSTERICAL & NEW VINTAGE BAROQUE CELEBRATE “DELUXE”  
PASSIONATE PILGRIM AT NATIONAL SAWDUST ON JUNE 3

VisionIntoArt Records releases new additions to the chamber-pop song cycle.

On June 3, Oracle Hysterical and New Vintage Baroque 
celebrate the release of five new tracks on their recently 
released album Passionate Pilgrim, called “music that is 
unstuck in time” in a recent review in the Wall Street Journal. 
The new tracks, written by Oracle Hysterical vocalist and 
composer Majel Connery, are the original songs of the cycle 
that set the course for the album more than a decade ago. 
The program at National Sawdust also features freshly-
minted re-orchestrations by Timo Andres of Benjamin 
Britten’s Folksong Arrangements for baroque band (featuring 
tenor Owen McIntosh), and Oracle Hysterical member 
Elliot Cole’s heartrending living-room opera, Babinagar, 
based on an Afghani folktale.

 Passionate Pilgrim, called “poetry, through and through” 
by Seattle’s Second Inversion,  is an artful, rock-infused song 

cycle with Baroque instrumentation, co-written by composer-performer collective Oracle Hysterical (Elliot 
Cole, Majel Connery, and Doug and Brad Balliett). The recording, out on VIA Records on March 17, 2017, is a 
collaboration between Oracle Hysterical and Juilliard-trained period ensemble New Vintage Baroque. Texts 
from the album are drawn from The Passionate Pilgrim, a poem cycle once attributed to “W. Shakespeare.” The 
collection was stripped of its stature when the Shakespearean parentage of all but two poems was revealed to be 
fake. Here this orphaned cycle enjoys new pride of place, reimagined as a mashup of tuneful chamber-pop. 

Oracle Hysterical’s distinctive alchemy shines on the album. The period instruments and lush arrangements 
anchor influences ranging from Purcell, to the Beatles, and My Brightest Diamond.

ORACLE HYSTERICAL & NEW VINTAGE BAROQUE 
SHAKESPEARE AND OTHER POETS IN LOVE 

Deluxe Album Release & Concert
Saturday, June 3, 7PM 

National Sawdust
80 N 6th St, Brooklyn, NY

Tickets: $29/34
646-779-8455 / www.nationalsawdust.org
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PASSIONATE PILGRIM - “NEW DELUXE EDITION”
Passionate Pilgrim is a song cycle co-written by composer-performer collective Oracle Hysterical (Elliot 
Cole, Majel Connery and Doug and Brad Balliett). In this collaboration with period ensemble, New Vintage 
Baroque, Passionate Pilgrim brings an all-but-forgotten poem cycle back to life. Once believed to have been 
penned by a “W. Shakespeare,” the collection was stripped of its stature when the Shakespearean parentage 
of all but two poems was revealed as a fake. Here, finally, this orphaned cycle enjoys new pride of place, 
reimagined as tuneful chamber-pop. The album’s instrumentation includes a mix of Baroque and modern 
instruments pitched at 415 and 440 hz, respectively. 

 TRACKS
 1. Beauty is    [3:05]
 2. Fair is my love  [3:06]
 3. Did not the heavenly  
      Rhetorike of thine eie   [2:29]
 4. Lord how mine eies  [2:19]
 5. Live with me and be my Love [3:05]
 6. Crabbed age and youth [2:02]
 7. Venus with Adonis  [2:20]
 8. It Was  Lordlings Daughter [2:43]
 9. On a day   [1:45]
 10. When my Love sweares [5:16]
 11. When as thine eye  [4:24}
 12. Sweet rose    [2:39]
 13. My flocks feede not  [4:08]
 14. If Musicke   [1:51]
 15. Sweet Cytherea  [3:08]
 16. Scarce had the sunne [3:15]
 17. Faire was the morne  [1:49]
 18. As it fell   [3:43]
 14. Good night, good rest [1:20]
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Oracle Hysterical & New Vintage Baroque perform at National Sawdust, Brooklyn NY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6zkli4FAcM
http://visionintoart.com/projects/passionate-pilgrim/
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ORACLE HYSTERICAL
Oracle Hysterical is a collective of four 
composer-performers: twin brothers Doug 
Balliett (double bass, viola da gamba) and 
Brad Balliett (bassoon), Majel Connery 
(vocals), and Elliot Cole (guitars, vocals, 
harmonium). Half band, half book club, 
Oracle Hysterical combines eclectic musical 
influences with literary breadth, adapting 
great works of literature through the 
medium of song. The group has created hip-
hoperas, art-rock song cycles, rap cantatas, 
and other genre-bending works all over 
America and Europe, collaborating with a 
variety of ensembles to cultivate a unique 
sound palette for each project.

NEW VINTAGE BAROQUE
Praised by the New York Times for its 
“buoyant pulse ... appealing energy” and 
“thoughtfully conceived” programming, 
New Vintage Baroque is an adventurous 
period instrument ensemble dedicated 
to the creation of 21st century repertoire 
for early instruments. Founded in 2011 
by Baroque oboist Lindsay McIntosh 
(Juilliard 2014), New Vintage Baroque 
is committed to bringing audiences the 
highest level of historical performance 
practice. Unique among Baroque 
ensembles, New Vintage unites past 
and present musical styles, offering 
new commissions by diverse modern 
composers alongside the music of the 
Baroque era.

NOTES
 
THE | PASSIONATE | PILGRIM. | By W. Shakespeare. 

Shakespeare’s name is prominent on the title page of the second edition of The Passionate Pilgrim (the 
title page of the first does not survive). Its placement there is now widely considered to be an unscrupulous 
advertising gambit. He was by 1599 the author of two popular and widely imitated poems, and a recent 
printing of Richard II had identified him as playwright. “Shakespeare,” at the end the century, might just sell 
a book or two. It is not clear how the Pilgrim’s scheming editor, William Jaggard, got hold of the two poems 
that begin the collection, which would appear ten years later among Shakespeare’s Sonnets. But he seems 
to have decided to make the most of his opportunity, and he gathered together eighteen other poems, by 
various hands, to fill out a small octavo volume. A couple of them are gems; several are Petrarchan hackwork 
or chintzy pendants to Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis. Only the first two (When my love swears,” “Two 
Loves I have”) are certainly the bard’s.

http://www.oraclehysterical.com/
http://www.newvintagebaroque.org/


All of which might give anyone looking to adapt the volume a certain sense of license, more license than the 
name of Shakespeare might otherwise afford. Oracle Hysterical and New Vintage Baroque have taken full 
advantage of their motley source. The Shakespeare sonnets themselves set a baseline among the album’s 
inventive, polyglot settings, and are handled with relative respect for the form. You can listen to “When 
my love swears” (Track 6) as a primer in sonnet construction. The musicians give a somber treatment to 
the first two quatrains, in which two lovers pretend to forget the difference in their ages. Then comes the 
volta, the sonnet’s traditional turn eight lines in, and the setting shifts abruptly into a jaunty triple rhythm. 
Maybe she is not so young, the sonnet wonders, and can’t I just admit to my age? The dancing, however, 
doesn’t last, and the return of the opening’s slow, ascending phrases amounts to a fine reading of the 
sonnet’s slide back into melancholy. Each phrase begins a step lower than the last.

Shakespeare deserves as much, and indeed all the settings are acute interpretations of the poems’ changing 
moods and postures. Considerable liberties ensue, however. The much-imitated seduction song “Live with 
me” (Track 4), versions of which can also be found in Marlowe and Donne, balances a delicate melody on 
top of droning violas da gamba. The last quatrain, in which love gives her answer, is an upbeat riposte, 
complete with Age-of-Aquarius vocals, but Brad Balliett’s bassoon growls multiphonics underneath like the 
anamorphic skull in a Holbein painting. Such tonal shifts and juxtapositions are frequent among the songs. 
“If music and sweet poetry” (Track 9), full of haunting suspensions, is ghosted by an old-timey, banjo-and-
brass setting of the same poem. The effect is of passing between two radio signals on a cross-country drive. 
“Scarce had the sun” solves the problem of the poem’s terribleness by setting only the beautiful last phrase 
of the last line, “Why was not I a flood?” (Track 11).

Throughout, Majel Connery’s voice keeps its poise between art song and a wistful, wise-too-late cabaret lilt 
that might have seduced Petrarch, had he lived to hear it. The idiom of the late sixteenth-century madrigal 
is never far to seek, but it keeps various company, including harmonies and techniques of American 
minimalism and pop rhythms of several eras. New Vintage Baroque’s gift to the album is a facility with 
musical genre that belies its name: in the group’s hands, and mouths, “Baroque” spans centuries. The variety 
is a tribute to Jaggard as much as it is to Shakespeare. Both men, the small-time publisher-pirate and the 
great poet, lived through a transformation that John Hollander has called “the untuning of the sky,” a 
gradual shift in the understanding of music from a branch of mathematics, descended from the spheres, to 
a kind of rhetoric, the worldly art of persuasion. Shakespeare forever split the difference. Oracle Hysterical’s 
impiety is well suited to the jokey and sometimes cynical side of The Passionate Pilgrim; New Vintage 
Baroque’s virtuosity and intelligence are a match for its wit, and a remedy for its lapses. At other moments, 
however, the settings are achingly plaintive, and fit for the celestial sorrow that the wit never quite hides.
         
      —Jeff Dolven / Professor of English, Princeton University

      

*  *  * 
 

LINKS
• www.oraclehysterical.com
• www.newvintagebaroque.org
• www.visionintoart.com
• www.nationalsawdust.org
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